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stylists

The Sassoon Collection is  
inspired by the most avant-garde 
of artists: Downtown New York’s 
Stephen Sprouse who put the 
80’s youth culture on the global 
catwalk, graffiti maestro Keith 
Haring, who transformed street 
art into high culture, and the 
enigmatic hairstylist Christiaan, 
inventor of the buzz cut.  
Together these three pioneers 
and visionaries have created  
a new visual language that  
directes the mood of the 80s  
and continues to influence  
popular culture even today.  
 
Cut: Scissor over comb ‘buzzed’ 
areas achieve a tough, hard-
edged look and are juxtaposed 
with longer frayed panels or 
shorter provokable lengths of 
disconnection, which give a new 
dynamic to Sassoon geometry. 
Fine strips of short hair sepa-
rate the differences in internal 
shape and create texture change. 
Weave cutting and multi chan-
nelling break up uniformity and 
achieve a fresh feeling. 
 
Colour: Patterns of matt and 
shine. Irregular camouflage 
sections graduate up the head 
in extraordinary mixes of coral, 
powder blue, charcoal grey and 
silver. These ‘shape on shape’ 
sections contrast base tones of 
cool, soft and white blondes, 
warm copper and cool brown.
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